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The use of tests of statistical significanoe in educational and

psychological researdlhasbeem under attack for over 30 years. Aucmg the

critics have been Skinner (1956), Waken (1967), Neal (1967), vaxicus authors

in Morrison and Henkel (1970), Seeman (1973), Signorelli (1974), and Croribadh

(1975). In 1978, Carver's excellent critique, "rhe CassApinst. Statistical

Significance Testing," was pdblished. I touched on the natter as it related

to the lack of productivity of educational researdh in 1979, participated in

an American Educational Research Association symposium in 1980 with a title

similar to the one for which this paper was prepared"Tests of Statistical

Significance: Readdressirq Their Role", ard then wroteatwo-part article

cautimingeducational practitioners about misinterpretations of statistical

significance (Shaver, 1985a, b).*

In 1978, Carver (p. 379) noted that all al' the criticisms of tests of

statistical significance appeared to have had little effect. The situation

has not changed since then. A, qakicpealsal of educational research journals,

educational anl peychcaogical statistics textbooks, and docbaraldassemtations

will confirm that tests of statistical significance continue to dominate the

interpretation of quantitative data in educational research. Surely one

characteristic of statistical significance testing is that it is an enduring--

in the face of the devastating criticism, perhaps it would 'be better to say,

relentlessphenomenon in educational and psychological research.

The thrust of this paper, like so many written before it, is that the

daminance of statistical significance testing is dysfUnctional, because sudh

* M4dh of this paper is a story told before. That has presented a quandary in
regard to hawremtensively to dewlap various concepts and to cite supporting
souroes for Ideas that seem well establidhed, if not well accepted. I have
probably been both aver-frugal and excessive an both accounts at different
points in the paper.
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tests do not provide the information that many researchers assume they do.

Statistical significance testing also diverts attention and energy from =re

appropriate strategies, sudh as replication and attention to the practical or

theoretical significance of results. In the hope that the accumulation of

criticism will have an effect, I respond again in this paper to the question

of wbat statistical significance testing is and what it is not. Possible

reasons facile persistence of statistical significance testing are also

discussed briefly, and proposals are presented for action by journal editors

to rcderate the negative effects of statistical significance testing, if not

eradicate their inapprcpriMteuse.

ktiLt_ataItigdgtl-gaagfutgdnW---Tggtira-lg

A test of statistical significance is, at its very simplest in the

dominant Fisherian model of hypothesis testing, a prwedure for determining

km likely a result is assuming a null hypothesis to be true. Sarewhat more

precisely, our =moray used tests of statistical significance (g-ratios,

ratios, and E.-ratios, sudh as in the analysis of variance or covarianoe) are

procedures for determining the probability (usually at a prespecified level

called alpha) of a result under the null hypothesis (mmsaming the null

hypothesis to be true) with randomization* and a sample of size n (i.e., the

sample size used in the study).

Individual elements of that statement are important, although often

overlooked. First, the result of a test of statistical significance is a

probability statement, often oppressed as a dichotomy in terms of whether the

* I use andmiastim to include both random sampling and random assignment,

although some authors use randanization to refer only to assignment. Mich of

the discussion that follows is in terms of random sampling; but, as I point

out later, random assignment also meets the randanness assumption.
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probability vas less or greater than the alpha level. Second, the test is

based cn the assunpticn that the null hypothesis is true. That is, the

theoretical sampling distributions against which results are (=pared (the

normal distribution, the t-distributions, the E-distributions, the chi-square

distributions) are generated by assuming that sanpling ocairs fron a

population, or populations, in ithich the null hypothesis is true. Third,

despite scme claims to the contrary (e.g., Thcmpson, 1987)1 randonization is a

fundamental assumpticn underlying the use of these tests of statistical

significance. Fourth, sample size is a crucial ocosideration, because the

statistical significance of a result will depend on the number of cases on

which it is based. Each of these elements will be alluded to in the

discussion that follows.

fltiQfl
As Glass and Hopkins (1984) stated, "Inferential statistics is based cn

the assumption of rardcan sampling from populations" (p. 177). Elsewhere, they

refer to "randczn samples" as ore of the "building blocks fcr hypothesis

testing" (p. 202), and they specify random saupling as an essential assunption

for the use of the ore-sample i-test for a mean (p. 205) , the t-tests for two

independent means (p. 231) and for the difference bebneen mans frcn

correlated observations (p. 241) and the r-ratios for differences between

variances (g. 261) and in the analysis of variance (e.g., pp. 342, 445).

Rarrionization is important because it helps to ensure the independence

of observations (or, equivalently, errors; Glass & Hcpkins, 1984, p. 350).

Despite what is caucronly assuned however, randcamess does not guarantee

inclependence beycnd the initial sample selecticn. Par exauple civervations

almost certainly will not be independent (then treatments have been delivered

5



to subjects in a groip setting, as is cam= in educational research.

In addition, randomization is smentini to the typical tests of

statistical significance. Randomness (i.e., random error) is the basis for

the sampling distritutions against which results are =pared. Use of, for

example, a t-distribution to answer the question, "How likely is this

particular result under the null hypothesis?" will not yield a meaningfUl

probability statement if the sample is not random Repeated random sanpling

(or assignment) yields Moon sampling distrikutions. Nonrandom :Bawling does

not, nor does the comparison of a nonrandom sample to a randomly generated

sanpling distribution provide a valid statement of probability of oocurrenoe.

The indispensability of randomness may be rcre evident when the question

being addressed in tests of statistical significance is stated as, haw

representative is this sample (sample statistic) of the population (population

parameter) as specified in the null hypothesis? Without randonness, that

question cannot be answered validly usirg the common tests of statistical

significance. As Glass and Hopkins (3.984) pit it:

The method of random selection of samples will ensure, within a

certain known margin of error, representativeness of the samples

and hence will permit establishing limits within which the

parameters are expected to lie with a particular probability.

Mast abilitar tS2 MUNI& Us dm= sat famar IQ stanza

impLina soma iff imartant kat= a a =MI awl&
[emphasis in the original] . . . . It is not possible to estimate

the error with accidental saupling and many other sampling

strategies since they contain unknown types and degrees of bias in

addition to sampling error. (p. 177)

f;
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In that context, I found it baffling that Tharpson (1987) 'wild assert

that "significance testing imposes a restriction that sanples must be

=presentative of a pcpulation, tut does not mandate that this end lust be

realized through rarxkat saupling" (pp. 8-9), and then go on to discuss

"ccmparing known sample characteristics with )(min pcpilation characteristics

to band sone warrant for an assumption of representativeness" (p. 9). The

description of sample characteristics in order to allcm generalization to

populations frau which a randan sanple was not drawn is an important, and

often neglected, element of research reporting (Shaver & Norton, 1980a, b).

In fact, such description of sample characteristics is cnicial, even if a

random stipple was used, to assist readers in making generalizationsboth

because the sample may not have been drawn from a population in which a

research user is directly interested and, equally important., because ci randcla

sample may not represent wall the population from which it was drawn.

Such descripticns are not, hawever, a substitute for random sampling;

the purpose of randateness is not to ensure representativeness (if that could

be done, there wculd be no need for an inferential test), but to allaf the

specification of the probability that a sample came frau a population with an

hypothesized parameter (or, conversely, to estimate a range of probable values

for a parameter). In short/ random saupling addresses solely the

representativeness of samples in the long run; it does not ensure that all of

the characteristics of a particular sample, iriclucling the dependent

variable(s) under investigation, will be the same as those of the parJulation,

only that (whether assessed or not) they will differ cnly by chance fnin the

population characteristics. Of course, this also means that in conventional

significance testing with random sampling from a populaticn in which the null
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hypothesis is true and with alpha set at .05, 5% of the time the researcher

will incorrectly conclude that the sample did not came frau the popilation

specified in the null hypothesis; horsaver, a conclusion that the maple lias

not representative of the specified population (with ec as the criterion) ticuld

be correct.

In essence, the mistake is in viewimi ranckmization as an outman (i.e.,

representativeness) rather than as a process (i.e., sanplirq in which every

member of the population has an equal chance of beim selected for the

sample). This error is not Imo:moon, and can even be found in statistics

books. For example, Parguson and Takane (3.989) provided an couple of the use

of chi-square "to test the representativeness of a sample whexe certain

population values are known" (p. 218). They analyzed a set of data cxeposed

of 200 individuals drawn (the process is not specified) from the population of

Montreal. The differenoe between peculation and sauple frecpencies for three

levels of national originFrench, English, and other--was statistically

significant at the .01 level. Ferguson and Takane concluded, erroneously,

"that the sample . cannot be considered a random sanple" (p. 219). of

course, the question of randcamess is not a natter of a chi-square goodness of

fit test, tut of the process by which the sample los drawn. Had they said

that the sanple cculd not be considered a "representative" sample, their logic

wild have been correct, although statistical significance has dubious

validity as the criterion for such a decision.

Eandoll mlimment. The term imalgadgatican is used scomhat antliguously

in discussions of experimental design and tests of statistical significanoe.

Some (e.g., Hays, 19731 p. 562) use randamizaticn to refer generally to the

application of random processes in designing experimental stadies
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encompassing both random sampling and random assignment, On the other hand,

there are those who use randomization to refer only to random assignment to

treatments, (e.g., Ferguson & Takane, 1989, p. 245; Winer, Brom, & Michels,

1991, pp. 7-8). Pbcusing on random sampling, and not discussing ram.=

assigrmient, is also comm. That is the case with Glass and Hopkins (1984)1

who discuss tests of statistical significance in terms of random sampling bat

not random assignment to treatments.

Although random assignment is not cmnan in educational research, it is

more so than random sampling (Shaver & Norton, 1980a, b). As Berk aryl Brewer

(1978) pointed cut, with random assignment, researchers can apprepriately

compare their results against the sampling distributices cormnonly used in

tests of statistical significance (also see Hays, 1973, p. 562; Winer et al.,

1991, p. 8) . Whereas random sampling ensures chance sample differences from

the seurce peculation on all characteristics, random assignment ensures that

differences between the groups on all variables, assessed or not, are

nonsystematic. Again, there is no assurance that the groups are not different

on any important variable. In fact, a test of statistical significance may

inlicate, even after randcsu assignment, Vlai- the groups are sufficiently

different on the variable(s) under analysis that, following the logic of the

inferential test, ene should conclude that they did not come from the same

population.

Repeated random assigtment to groups from the same popilation will

result in a sampling distribution of mean differences with a mean equal to

zero. Me z., t, or distributions can be used in tests of statistical

significance to determine the probability of a partioalar mean difference (or

difference in setae other statistic) under the null hypothesis of no



difference. Of courser with only random assigrm*, a test of statistical

significance provides no basis for generalizaticm to a specific popilation,

although it can be regarded as addressing the question whether the groups

under analysis can be regarded as samples from the sane undefined peculation.

JUst as random sampling will not ensure that a particular sample is

representative of the population frau which it is drawn, random assigrment

does not provide assurance that the resulting grows are identical with one

another or, pit alternatively, that the groups are equivalent splits eras the

sane hypothetical infinite population (McHugh, 1964). Random 5.34)1331g into

treatment groups addresses both the estimation of population parameters and

the likelihood of associations between treatment group membership and

preexisting characteristics; randau assignment addresses only the latter.

It should be noted that, without random assigrment, an exact probability

test of statistical significanoe cm be based on a sampling distribution

generated by randomly splitting the available sanple into all possible

carbinations of the size of the groups in the study and vomiting the relevant

statistic for each ocaubination. The researcher can then ask, using that

distribution, hai likely it is that an obtained result %mid have occurred by

chance (e.g., Berk & Reewer 1978; Winch & Camckell, 1969). Such probability

test.s are rarely reported in the literature, however. Traditional tests of

statistical significance are typically applied, often ignoring the assumption

of randomization.

Violat.:ns f randcanzga. Unfortunately, statistics textbook authors

tend to ignore the effects of violating the randanness assumption. For

example, Glass and Hopkins (1984), who are explicit about the inportance of

randan sampling if not rendes assigranent, discuss the effects of violating the



assumptions of normal population distributions and homogeneous population

varianoes, but not the effects of lack of rartlamness cn the apprcpriateress of

drawirq a conclusion about a particular rssult using the theoretical, sampling

distribution. The effect of lack of randomness on the independence of scares,

is, hcrwever, often mentioned (e.g., Glass & Hopkins, 1984, p. 353).

One reason that randanness is often ignored may be that the examination

of the effects of violating that assumption is a formidable task because it

involves all sanple-population characteristics, not only the &pendent

variable as with the normality an:I hancgeneity of variance assumptions. As I

have pointed out earlier (Shaver, 1980):

rib enumerate every potentially relevant variable and specify its

relationship to the dependent variable(s), being certain that no

crucial variable was overlooked, in order to investigate the

effects of nonrandom:less on probability statements presents

insuperable difficulties. (p. 6)

Nevertheless, the general conclusion that levels of randcaness can be

overlooked, as is common in the reporting of educational research, ntist be

challenged. As Winer et al. (1991) stated in discuss! ng analysis of variance

assmptions:

Violating the assumption of random sampling of elements from a

population and random assignment of the elements to the treatments

may totally invalidate any study, since =Am= prsztic, the

--qsurance tbAt grMO. .UVCIMIAP=MLY. stribited (emPhasis

added) within and between treatment crurtitions and is also the

mechanism by vihich bias is rencved frau treatment conditions. (p.

101)

11
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Haiever, their table sumarizing the "consequences of violation of assunrtions

of the fixed-effects ANOVA" (p. 102) includes randomization only in terms of

the independence of observations (errors), perhaps because the other

consecpences are unknown, and unIcnowable in practice.

analiv. 'lb sum up, the catmonly used tests of statistical

significance provide the researcher with limited information: How likely is

this result, assuming the null hypothesis to be true and with randomization

(ran:Ian sampling and/or assignment) and a sample of size n? Without

randomness, the result of the test of statistical significance is meaningless

or, at best, its relevance to a statement of probability is indeterminat

Frequently in educational research, the researcher goes into a school or

schools, obtains available groups (with neither random swirling or

assignment), collects datasanetimes with, and sanetimes without, a

treatmentand then condticts tests of statistical significance. The results

of such inferential tests are essentially meaningless, unless one is

interested in comparisons to an abstract standard of probability as irxlicated

by the question: What would be the probability of the obtained result if
random samples had actually been drawn?

Consider an analogous situation: A person walks into a roan and sees 10

coins lying on a table. He observes 8 heads and 2 tails, and wonders if the

coins are biased. So he asks if this particular arrangement of mins is a

likely ctiance occurrence. Having a statistic= book bandy, he turns to

Pascal's triangle and finds that the probability of obtainirg 8 cut of 10

heads is 45/1024 or .044. Because that probability is less than the

traditional .05 alpha level, be concludes that his result is not a likely

chance occurrence under the null hypothesis of a 50-50 split in tails and

12
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heads, and that he has evidenoe that the coins are biased. &Never, what he

clearly should conclude is that if he hp' flippad each coinor,
alternatively, had flipped 1 coin 10 timesthe Frbability of the particular
result occurring by chance is less than 5%. Bit he has no evidence as to the

bias in the particular set of wins because they were not, as far as he 3cuis,
flipped. That is, he does not kncm the process by which they arrived in their

positions. The theoretical (binomial) distribution provides cnly an abstract

standard of little relevance because the data were not produced in such a way

as to meet a basic assumption for use of the distribution. (Describing the

physical properties of the coins biasedness would be a substitute

for flipping and use of the bincnial distribution, not przof that the bincnial
distribution was applicable.)

Just as application of the binomial distribution could not provide valid

information abcut possible bias in the observed coins, so educational

researchers who use nonraxxlcnized groups cannot obtain valid inforration about

the probability of a grcup difference under the null hypothesis using a con=
test of statistical significance. The t-distribution, for exanple, has no

more relevance to differences between available group.; than the binomial

distribution does to the possible bias in coins found lying on a table.

Mat ,Matisal gignifimm Tes&ng la tic&

A test of statistical significance used without rancknizatior, then,

does not yield valid infornaticn about the probability of a result under the
null hypothesis. The foliating brief listing of what tests of statistical
significance cannot do for the researcher is, therefore, based on the
assumption that data came from a design that includes randomizationeither

random saupling or random assignment. As noted above, with randcnization, a

13
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tast of statistical significarce provides a researcher with information on the

probability of a result assuming the null hypothesis to be true and given the

sample size. On the other hard, a test of statistical significance does not

provide information on a rambler of matters of interest to researchers, even

though it is often presumed to do so.

Mat hbot This finels?
A test of statistical significance provides a statement of probability

of occurrence in the long run, with repeated randan sarcpling (or assignment)

under the null hypothesis. As Carver (1978) argued, it is a fantasy to

believe that such a test speaks to whether a particular result is a chance

occurrence. That is, a test of significance provides the probability of a

result occurring by chance in the long run under the null hypothesis with

random sampling and sample size n; it provides no basis for a conclusion about

the probability that a particular result is attributable to chance.

Even with randm simples drawn frm a population in which the null

hypothesis is true and in which scores are distributed acconling to the

assumptions for the statistical model, with alpha set at .05, 5% of the tine

the researcher will conclude that a result is not a likely occurrence under

the null hypothesis, thus making a Type I error. But the researther has no

way of knowing for any particular result whether that error is being made or

if the sample was drawn fram a population in which the null hypothesis was not

true. That is why, according to Tukey (1969) , R. A. Fisher's "standard of

firm knowledge was not one very extremely significant result, but rather the

ability to repeatedly get results significant at 5%" (p. 85). Replication is

essential to confidence in the reliability (reproducibility) of a result, as

sell as to =elusions about generalizability (external validity) (e.g.,

14



Campbell & Jackson, 1979).

El= &Kat IV

A test of statistical significance does not indicate the tarobability

that the null hypothesis is true or false. It provides the researcher with

information in regard to the likelihood of a result given that the null
hypothesis is true; it dces not indicate the likelihocd that the null
hypothesis is true given a particular result. Carver (1978) and J. 0ohen

(1990) are among those who have cautioned against that fallacy.

Unfortunately/ authors of statistics books and research reports

frequently make statements about rejecting the null hypothesis based on we

statistically significant result. That is too absolute a conclusion. If any
inference about the null hypothesis is to be drawn frau one test of

statistical signifioance, it should be stated in terms of evidence for the

plausibility of the null hypothesis, not an absolute rejectico. Even though

the "rejection" decision may be set inplicitly in a pn:babilistic context
with, e.g., a .05 chance of a Type I errorthat qualification is, typically,
quickly ignored.

Conversely, a test of statistical significance also does not provide

information on the probability that an alternative hypothesis is true or false
(see, e.g., Carver, 1978). The sarrpling distribution is based on the null
hypothesis; so no evidence is provided as to the likelihood of the result
occurring under alternative hypotheses.

What About Treatment Eff?

One of the more egregious errors is to =elude that a test of
statistical significance indicates whether a treatment being studied had an
effect. Clearly, the test of statistical significance addresses only the

15
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simple question itamther a result is a likely occurrence under the null

hypothesis with rendcmization and a sagple of size n. At most (as noted

above), a statistically significarit result has to do with the probability of

the result in the long run (i.e., over repeated sauples) not with whether the

particular result did or did not co= under the null hypothesis.

It seems terribly obvious that a test of statistical significance does

not speak directly to causality. Even if a researcher were willing to

conclucle, following a test of statistical significance, that a law prcbability

=milt did not come frou a peculation in which the null hypothesis is true

(i.e., the result was not a chance occurrence under Ho) / and did not make a

'Alpe I error in doing so, the test of statistical significance provides no

evidence as to the cause of the result. 'That is a matter of design, not of

statistical inference. Nat even the selection threat to internal valirlity is

perfectly cant:zoned by randon coupling or assignment; simply by chance

pretreabuent groups can be significantly (statistically and/cc practically)

different an one or more relevant variables.

The fallacy of concluding that a statistically significant result

indicates a treatment effect (as often seen, for exauplel in statements such

as, "the statistically significant difference betwen means indicates that

Treatment A was more effective than Treatment B") is likely perpetuated by

statistics books in which it is suggested that tests of statistical

significance will address questions such as: "Is the treatment effective?

Does Drug X reduce hyperactivity more than a placebo? Does anxiety level

influence test performance?" (Glass & Hopkins, 1984/ p. 230).

Statements such as, "the mean practice effect was highly significant"

(Glass & Hcpkins, 19841 p. 242)/ following a t-test ccaparing pre- and

16



posttest means, can mislead as well, as can a statement that a oonfidence

interval for a difference betsieen means indicates the rarge of values that

encaupass "the true treatment effect (mi p.a)" (p. 236). The ambiguity of

the term elm& as used in inferential statistics, especially analysis of

variance, to refer to a comparison (e.g., a "main effect") doesnothelp. As

J. Cohen and P. Cohen (1983) pcdnted cut, the "causal implication of the term

effect" can obscure the fact that "causal interpretations are WM' warranted

by statistical results, but require logical and substantive bases" (p. 210).

Nontextbook:discusihons to inftmftresearchers about inferential

statistics (=misinform, as %ell. For example, J. Cohen (1990) commented

that "everyone knows that . . . all (statistical significanoe) means is that

the effect is not nil . . ." (p. 1307). And, in a generally sound piece, Berk

and Brewer (1978) said: "If this null hypothesis =pi) is rejected, it can

be concluded that presermorabsence of the specific diploma treatment

contributes to group differences in income" (p. 209). Such statements create

and perpetuate an erroneous view of the relatim404)tetween tests of

statistical significance and causality.

What lint Mgnitzk XIAPP.K?

Despite frequent conclusions to the contrary in researdh reports (as

noted, e.g., by Bracey, 1991, and Harman, 1989), statistical significance

indicates neither the magnitude nor the imortance of a result. Statistical

significance is only infomation in regard to the probability of a result

under the null hypothesis with randomization and a sample size ctn.

Sampae size is, of course, a primary concern in this particular instance

of what a statistical significance test is not. For example, with n= 10 and

cie = .05 for a nondirectional test, a correlation of .63 is statistically

17
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significant; with n I= 50, an = .28 is needed; with g as 100, an mi .20; with

n = 500, an r = .09; with n = 1,000, an t= .06; and, with n = 10,000, an

.02 is statistically significant at the .05 level (Glass & licpidns, 1984, g.

549). Alternatively, with a standard deviaticn of 10 and n = 20, a difference

of 9.4 between 2 indEpendent mans is necessary for statistical significance

at the .05 level in a ncedixecticoal test; with n = 100, a difference of only

4.0 is required, and with g = 1000, a difference of cnly 1.2 is required.

Cbvicusly, very small and trivial results as well as important caws may

be statistically significant. As Mehl (1967) , along with a host of other

writers, has pointed cut, with a large enough sample and reliable assessment,

practically every asscciaticn will be statistically significant. Corwersely,

with a very small sample, vary few results will be statistically significant.

Therefore, to know only whether a result is statistically significant tells

one virtually nothing about the magnitude or importance of the result.

It is so =moray stressed that the statistical significance of results

is directly a function of sample size that one can only wonder at the nunter

of articles in which results are either interpreted as important because of

statistical significance or in which the probability level appears to be taken

as an indication of magnitude, as suggested by the use of terms such as

"highly significant" when the probability is .01 or less. Even statistics

textbook authors make the latter mistake, as in Glass and Itpkins' (1984)

references to a "mean practice effect [that] was highly significant" (p. 242)

and a "multiple correlation coefficient [that] is highly significant" (p. 314)

when the prcbabilities were .001 or less.

fffisgt sizes. Statistical probability is not, then, a useful indicator

of magnitude of a result because it is dependent on sample size. This
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deficiency bemme especially c?..',ar in efforts to prepare quantitative

research-literature =varies. Glass (1976) proposed that effect sizesdk

metrics for the magnitude of results that are independent of sanple size and

scale of measurementbe used in rworting results.

Effect sizes, too, ray be misinterpreted, hmer. Despite J. Coben's

(1988, p. 12-13) cautions to the contrary, researchers have ignored the

arbitrariness of his conventions for low, =dim, and large effect sizes

(e.g., .2, .5 and .8, respectively, fec standardized mean differences). Yet,

as has been made clear by a number of authors (e.g., Glass, )cCaw, & Smith,

1981, p. 104; Shaver, 1985b, 1991) , an effect size of 1 or larger may reflect
a trivial result. The dependent variable ray lack value (benefit), the

ccostruct ec characteristic may not have been validly assessed (Messick,

1989) , or the result may be too costly to produce or its reliability may be in

doubt. Substituting sanctified effect size conventions Vic the sanctified .05

level of statistical significance is not progress.

Ir walari. One reaction to the relationship betwen sample size

and statistical significance has been the call for statistical power analysis.

J. Cohen (1988), among ()tilers, has indicted the lcm powerthat is, the

probability of obtaining a statistically significant result if there is a

difference in the poculatianof much psychological and educational research

due to the mall sample sizes typically used and the mall to moderate effect

sizes that are =non.

In conducting a pager analysis, the peculation value is not kncmn

(otherwise, a test of statistical sipificance wad be irrelevant); an effect

* Emat size would be a better term to avoid cause-effect inplications. But
effect size is ccobably too firmly embedded in the educaticoal research usage
to change ncw (Shaver, 1991).
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size nust be estimated, either the population value or the minimum result that

would indicate practical significance. Cnoe this is done, the researcher can

manipilate sanple size, alpha level, utether the alternative hypothesis is

directicsal or nondirectimal, and even the nagnitude of the estimated effect

size to obtain a desired level of pcsoar. All seem to be rather meaningless

exercises, far intellectual game, onose the effect size of interest las been

specified (a point to which I will return). The concern should be vihether an

anticipated effect size is obtained, not how to manipulate design and analysis

elements so that the result, if obtained, will be statistically significant.

To focus attention on the appropriate issue, S. A. Cohen and Hyman (1981) have

insisted that their doctoral students specify an effect size, not just an

alpha level, as the criterion against which to judge results.

Mt /tat Emaigatilita
Sanething else which a test of statistical significance is not, is an

indication of the probability that a result would be obtained won replication

of the study. A test of statistical significance yields the probability of a

result occurring under the null hypothesis, not the probability that the

result will oomr again if the study is replicated. Carver's (1978) treathent

should have dearz a death blow to this fallacy, too.

With the randomization model, one has no way of knowing how close a

particular result is to the population parameter. The more extreme a

statistic is in the sarpling distribution, the less likely it is to be

reproduced upon replication. That is, with the continued drawthg of random

simples (and especially with continued randan assign:tent when not conjoined

with random sampling, so there is lack of clontrol of the hypothetical

popalations fix= which the assignments are being made), there could be

2 0
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considerable fluctuation in the statistic= obtained. Moreover, sampling

(i.e., random) error is =pounded by the experimental cirtumstances that make

it difficult in educational settings to implement a previcus design with

fidelity, ixcluding the valid reproduction of a treatment, across

replications. These difficulties, =pled with the limited infraction frau a

randanness-based probability statement, are why statistical significance dces

not indicate the reliability, or replicability, of a result. Unfortunately,

the contrary assumption has been =ninon, enocuraging a one-shot apprcech to

research (Shaver, 1979).

Statistical significance not ally provides no information abcut the

prcbability that replications of a study vex:Auld yield the same result, bit is

of little relevance in judging wilether actual replications yield similar

results. Similar probabilities cculd be based on quite different results and

different probabilities cculd be based on identical results (see Rosenthal,

1991). FOr that reason, a recommendation that statistical significance and

the statistical Fortier of tests of statistical significance, in addition to

effect sizes, be reported in replicatims (Rceenthal, 1991) makes little

sense: The question of interest is whether an effect size of a 'magnitude

judged to be important has been oonsistently ciatained across valid

replications. Whether any or all of the results are statistically significant

is irrelevant.

Maa Tests 2f. gaht.i_ig41, Aigniftmnce

Tests of statistical significance, then, yield little valid information

pertinent to the questions of interest in most educational research.* As I

* Projects, such as the National Assessment of Bducational Progress, in which
randan sampling techniques are used in order to estimate population parameters
are notable exceptions.
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noted 12 years ago (Shaver, 1980), the continued relianoe on inferential

statistics in educational research in the face of the many criticism iculd

surely make an excellent study in intellectual history and the sociology of

ideas. Mere is, undoubtedly, a complex lob of causal factors; it is an

oversimplification to claim that the fault lies with jamsl editors who

discourage the submission of reports of statistically =significant results

and of replications and who do not accept articles in which quantitative data

are reported without tests of statistical significance.

1=M Pi Sliti ROM

There are, undoubtedly, many subtle factors involved in the continued

use and misuse of tests of statistical significance. Mr example, although I

hmre yet to sea an article in which it is argued that a test of statistical

significance does more than provide information on the likelihood of a result

occurring under the null hypothesis, an error of omission is =upon. That is,

there is a tendency to not remind readers of the central position of random

sampling in the logic of the =manly used tests of statistical significance

(e.g., J. Cohen, 1990) or to mention randcminess at cne point in the

discussion, but ignore it elsewhere (e.g., Berk & &ewer, 1978, pp. 190-191;

Carver, 1978, pp. 381-382, 385; J. Cohen, 1990, e.g., cp. 13071 1310; S. A.

Cohen & Hyman, 1980). Although the authors imy understand that randouness is

central to tluzs meaningful interpretation of tests of statistical significance,

many readers will miss that point when it is omitted fraa much of the

dismission.

atatistics Qco7m
That educational researchers might not read "with randomization" into a

statement such as, %bat [statistical significance] tells us is the
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Frobability of the data, given the truth of the null hypothesis . . " (J.

(bhen, 1990, po. 1307), iS not surprising in light of the training that many

receive. Statistics textbooks are sometimes the source of "myths and

misoonzeptions" that lead researchers to overinterpret inferential. statistics

(Brewer, 1985). Moreover, statistics courses, like textbooks, are frequently

geared alrost solely to helping students recognize the types of analysis

situations to which various inferential statistics are applicable and to

interpmtircr the results in terms of statistical signific.ny-n. They are not

aimed at encouraging students to question the uses or usefUlness of tests of

statistical significance, much less to reflect on the role ct random saupling

in their inferential tests.

The tendency for statistical over-analysis and unthiOcing interpretation

is being exacerbated hy the graoing availability, with personal computers in

practically every office, of black-box statistical solutions: The researcher

puts data in and receives output, oftalwithout understandingr the assumptions

underlying the analysis, and is encouraged in this activity by a current

emphasis on data analysis with high-speed computers at the highest possible

level of statistical complexity. J. Cohen's (1990) caution that "simpler is

better" is refreshing advice that will likely be ignored with complex data

analyses so easily accomplished. A, possible cause is the education that many

educational researchers receive. Their statistics courses in particular are

not phi.losophioal in orientation. They are trained to be mechanical appliers

of statistical techniques, rather than educated to be thoughtful, critical

users (Dar, 1987).

finNtat&gmnittam

Graduate students' training is often reinforced by their experiences
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with their graduate committees. Faculty often insist on the application of

tests of statistical significance when they are not apprcpriate, such as in

the situation where the student will collect data on a total popaation. As

alleged by Brewer (1985, p. 246) , there is also an unthinking insistence by

graduate committees cn the importance of results statistically significant at

the .05 level. The myth persists that only results that are statistically

significant at or beyond the .05 level are important, and that "beyad" means

"of greater magnitude" arx:Vor "of greater importance." Graduate students are

frequently anxious that they might not obtain statistically significant

results and, consequently, their research will not be acceptable to their

committees. Misunderstanding of the meaning of statistical significance is

perpetuated, along with misapprehension of the importance of negative (no

difference) findings in the production of kncwle&p, a point for discussion on

another day.

lkiret "Scientific"

Among the reasons for the insistence cn tests of statistical

significance is that they provide a facade of scientism in rt.search. For many

in educational research, being quantitative is equated with being scientific.

Numbers, perhaps, give a sense of security and of seeadngly firm results,

especially when researchers confuse the numbers with reality (Shaver, 1991,

p. 94). An extension is the assumption that mathematics, including

inferential statistics, are essential to sciencedespite the fact that sate

scientists (for example, physicists) and many outstanding psychologists (such

as Wundt, Piaget, Lewin, and Skinner) have managed very well witheut

inferential statistics (J. Cohen, 1990, p. 1311). Unfortunately, attention is

distracted from the serious consideration of educational research as science,

2 4
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including the role of replication (Shaver, 1979).

Eitan, Lind Practica

The use of statistics has been criticized as ritualistic, bemuse it is

so often unthinking practice (e.g., J. 0ohen, 1990; Seeman, 1973; Mayer,

1987), and even catpared to religious ritual (Salsborg, 1985) . Trbat Salsturg

noted in regard to "the religion of statistics" in the medical profession

applies equally Trial to educational research. There are the high priests,

those who have the secrets to the mysteries of God, salvation, and eternal

life (of statistical inference) and they are not lightly or easily challenged.

The religious practitioners go to church (start up their =touters) and go

through their rituals (conpite their tests of statistical significance) hoping

for salvation (findings at the .05 level). Overall, a sense of security

pervades; the practitioners have confidence in the high priests' access to the

underlying mysteries, allowing then to avoid dealing with the foreboding

uncertainties of the neanirq of life (or of the meaning of statistical

analyses).

The term "mystery" is particularly significant in this discussion

because, to many educational users, tests of statistical significance really

are mystical; the probability level is a magical indication of whether results

are importantthat is, have achieved the sacred .05 level of statistical
significance. And, just as people are often raised to accept religious

affiliation and practice, rather than encouraged to qmstion underlying

tenets, so do statistics courses and other graduate education experiences, as

noted above, often foster the unthinking acceptance of statistical

significance practices and over-interpretations rather than challenging their

validity and usefulness. The acceptance of the ritual diverts attention frorn
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important matter:: such as the role of replication in knowledge verification,

the reporting of effect sizes to indicate the magnitude of results, and the

weighing of benefits and oasts in making judgments about the educational

significance of results.

Eggia 0=21

Considerable social pressure also contributes to the continued

unthinking use of tests of statistical sIgnificance. I can attest, as I am

sure many readers of this paper can, to the subtle as well as overt pressures

that have led ire to have my croin doctoral candidates report tests of

statistical significance when they were basically meaningless additions to

interpretation (a practice I have abandoned) . Rejecting ttozt use of statistics

is likely to be particularly threateningthat is, it raises fears of

rejection by, even humiliation at the hands of, aasdemic peersfor those who

do not feel comfortable with mathematics or with their pliiloscphical

understanding of the logic of statistics.

Such influence is present in the broader research domain as well. Glass

et al. (1981, pp. 197-199) dismissed why inferential statistics are not

appropriate for meta-analyses in lohich the reviwers are analyzing data from

populations or near populations of sttxlies. They noted, however, that Tukey

had "chided them for not presenting standard errors of the more inportant

werages," despite their reasons for not doing so. He maintained that

"regardless of such omplications, some rudimentary inferential calculations

tozuld be informative and useful." After that revelation, Glass et al.

presented a lengtby discussion of the application of inferential statistics in

meta-analysis.

Another part of the social context is professors who teach inferential
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statistics ccurses and researchers whose reputaticos have depended on

statistically significant results. Both have psychological investments, as

well as perscnal stakes, in the oantinued legitimacy of tests of statistical

significance. Carver (1978) was correct: Me influence cl statistical

significance testing will not be easily diminished because "tccominylumre a

vested interest in tt" (p. 397).

BIZASUgmatig Effects

Breaking out of ritual, then, is not only a problem for those at the

lower levels of statistical practice. As Thompson (1987, 1989) noted,

paradigms, including accepted ways of thinking about research, are difficult

to examine. They come tobe, taken for granted as natural thcught and they

carry normative implications for what is appropriate thinking. Paradigms

dominate the thinking of the high priests as well as their fcllowers, in

science as well as in educational research, and are resistant to change in

all.

As Lightman and Gingerich (1992) noted, there is in science a strong

preference for "explanations that are mechanistic, lcgical, and calculable"

(p. 694)--certainly an apt description of tests of statistical significance.

Lightman and Gdngerich also sugtimMukt that even in the face of anamaly,

scientistsand one might assume, educational researchersare conservative,

"reluctant to change their explanatory frameworks" (p. 694). The explanations

for this inertia include social and cultural factors-,as natal above and as

discussed by Barber (1961), such as the force cf shared beliefs and

ocannitrents, the influence of and desire for professional prestige, resistance

to "nonspecialists", and aiherence to schools of thoughtand psycholcgical

facbars, sudh as being comfortable with the familiar and desiring to avoid the
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disocefort of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).

The resistance to paradigmatic change may be so strong that facts are

not even adoxygledged as anmalous and thus a reason for change. 1Vsts of

statistical significance seem to fit in that category. Despite all of the

critiques, the unpleasant facts &out the limited applicability of tests of

statistical significance seem not to be reccgnized as anomalous with their

use; thus, the need to upset established practices is avoided.

As one exaaple of a pararligmatic influence in educational research,

Mcupscn (1987, p. 4) cited the unthinking use of analysis of variance, which

leads individuals to think in terns of the statistical significance of

differences between or among mans, instead of regression techniques that

focus attention cal relationship's. Other exallples of what appear to be

paradigmatic influence are not too difficult to find. I toted above the

continued inappropriate application of inferential statistics in meta-analysis

when the reviewer has not sampled frau a population of studies, bit has done

an exhaustive literature search. Sophisticated discussion of the oompuiation

of standard errors and establishing ccnfidence intervals in meta-analysis

(e.g., Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Rceenthal, 1984; Wolf, 1986) and the use of those

inferential statistics in reporting meta-analytic results (e.g., Schlaefli,

Rest, & Mom, 1985) seem tc me to be the result of a relentless paradigmatic

influence (Shaver, 1991).

IPtffir mitha_4 Aggin. Another wimple comes frum pager analysis. Even

those wno are vocal critics of tests of statistical significance seem unable

to shake loose from the nagging thought that tests of statistical signifieance

might have more meaning than they acoord to thm in their criticism. S. A.

Cohen and Hyman (1983) strongly attacked the use of statistical significance
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and advocated hypothesis testing based on the prior specification of a

=Waal gaga, Aut--nthe minimum value . . that the researcher has defined

as educationally, or scientifically or practically significant" (p. 60). Yet,

they also suggested the oontinuation of.pcxer analyses and the reporting of

probability levels. J. Wien (1990) (to %dust of alizse, imich of the empbasis

on paler analysis can be attributed, based on his 1969 book), laid out a

devastating criticism of statistical tests of the null hypothesis, hit then

sgent on to advocate perwer analysis. His discussion illustrates that onoe one

has accepted the lack of information provided by tests of statistical

significance, power analysis is a vacuous intellectual game.

It is difficult to angue with J. Coben's (1990) contention that

researchers should plan their research, or with his proposal that a ntentative

informed judgment" be made about the population effect size under

investigation. Mat is questionable is his recommendation that the planning

include the risk in regard to a lype I error that the researcher is willing to

aompt and the statistical power that is desired, so that once these items

have been specified, "it is a simple matter to determine the sample size you

need". }brewer, if "the sanple size is beyond your resources, oonsider the

possibility of reducing your power demand or, perhaps, the effect size, or

even (heaven help us) increasing your alpha level" (p. 1310) . Wet is the

purpose of pcwer analysis and the arbitrary manipulation of criteria in order

to help ensure that the research= will obtain a desired level of

probability, when statistical significance has so little waning?*

S. A. Cohen and Hyman 0.981) also reocumended the same sort of

* In that context, concern over whether to state a directional or
nandhectional alternative hypothesis (Pillemer, 1991) seems to me to be an
equally empty exercise.
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intellectual game playirgthat is, after "usually" setting a critical effect

size, they then "set n which is often a feasibility decision, . . . then

juggle alpta and beta error risks to try to maximize power as close to 80%

(beta error xi., .20%) setting alpha at .05, .06, .10, etc., depending on what

the papier tables tell us . . ." (p. 53) . My "focus on Critical ES rather

than on statistical significance witit gizing In2 tbg latter [underlining in

the original)" (p. 64)?

If effect sizes are important because statistical significance

(probability) is not an adequate indicator of the magnitude of result (or much

of anything else), ittly play the game of adjusting research specifications so

that a statistically significant result can be obtained if a prespecified

effect size is obtained? As Carver, 1978, pointed cut: "Researchers shculd

ignore statistical significance testing when designing research; a study with

results that cannot be meaningfully interpreted without looking at the p

values is a poorly designed study" (p. 394) .

Another possible illustration of paradigmatic influence was mentioned

earlier: Rosenthal's (1991) recammendation that, alorg with effect sizes,

statistical significance and tima statistical parer of tests of statistical

significance be reported in replications. That makes little sense. The

question of interest is whether an effect size of a magnitude judged to be

important has been cccsistently cbtained across replications of adequate

fidelity, not whether the result frau a replication was statistically

significant or whether the design had adequate 774er for a result to be

statistically significant. Garver (2.978) was correct: "Rek.Licatel results

autanatically make statistical significance =necessary" (p. 393).
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Another explanation for the persistence of statistical significance

testing is the influence of jcurnal editors. /t is commonly claimed (see

e.g., Wupfersmid, 1988; Neuliep, 1991) that researchers tend nt.t to submit

results that do not reach the .05 level of statistical significance often

because they dew such finding; to be unimportant, bit also because they

believe that jairnal reviermars and editors are unlikely to accept the results,

even with acccepanyirxj effect sizes. It is also believed that jcurnal editors

have policies against publishing replication studies.

Publication is crucial to success in the academic worle. Researchers

shape their research, as well as the manuscripts reporting the research,

according to accepted ways of thinking abcut analysis and interpretation and

to fit their perceptions of what is publishable. 11b break frau the mold might

be ccxrageous but, at least for the untenured faculty member with sane

ammitment to self-interest, foolish. As gatekeepers to the publishing realm,

journal editors have tremendcus pcwar. As Carver (1978) and Kupfersmid

(1988) have argued, a decline in statistical significance testing is not

likely to occur until journal editors take a stand against it.

What Op= 124itm

Editors are, of course, caught up in the tangled web of influences that

have been sparsely discussed above. They are not immune to the allure and

emotional pcwer of ritual and they may themselves, be scanfthat in awe of the

high priests, perhaps because editors, taco, may not be caufortable in their

understanding of or capacity to challenge tests of statistical significance

Like the rest of us, editors have difficulty separating themselves frau their

educational rearing and do not like to take public stances that might result
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in opprobrium from their acadenic opl leagues.

It may be unrealist:,,c, as Carver (1978) reccgnized, to expect journal

editars to become crusaders for an agnostic, if not atheistic, approach to

tests of statistical significance. ilbat editors can accomplish is certainly

limited by the research ecology within which they imark. They should, however,

bet familiar with the longstanding criticism of statistical significance

testing, such as cited at the beginning of this paper, ard the inplications

for editorial policy ard practice should be given serious consideration. The

result should be policy that does nat rely on the assumed episteraplogical

validity of tests of statistical significarce and the off-shoot, power

analysis (as Thompson's, 1987, proposed model does). Following are guidelines

for such a policy and for editorial practice.

firatiEtiga Signific-m=
In general, authors should be encouraged, even rewired, to minimize

statistical significance in their analyses and interpretations. Reports of

tests of statistical significance that are not based on ranckaized samples

(randomly selected and/or randomly assigned) should not be published. For

those studies in which randomization was an element in the design, authors

should be restrained froca interpretations that go beyond the legitimate

conclusion in regard to whether the result is a likely oocurrenoe assuming the

null hypothesis to be true. The use of tests of statistical significance to

reject the null hypothesis, to declare a particular result to be !radiance

under the null hypothesis, to indicate the probability that an alternative

hypothesis is true, as indicators of that prcbability that results are

replicable, as measures of the magnitude of the result, or as indications of

treatment effectiveness should not be accepted.
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East gina
Even with randomness, authors should be required to state expectations

for (hypotheses about) quantitative results as critical effect sizes (S. A.

Cohen & Hyman, 1981). (F2ferzt sizes other than the standardized mean

difference are available (see, e.g., J. Cohen, 1988; Shaver, 19913.) Effect

sizes should be required in reporting the findings frm quantitative researth,

along with descriptive statistics (and verbal descriptions) that will help

readers to interpret results and to evaluate the authors' interpretations and

conclusions about the populations and settings to whith the study findings

might be generalized. In short, studies should be published without tests of

statistical significance, but not without effect sizes. AX Ido it should be

made clear that, with effect sizes specified, power analysis is not relevant.

Equally important, authors should be required to provide justification

for their interpretations of the educational significance of effect sizes.

There already is a tendency to use criteria, such as J. Cohen's (1988)

standards for small medium, and large effect sizes, as mindlessly as has been

the practice with the .05 criterion in statistical significance testing.

Consideration of the value of the outccareincluding the validity of

assessmentand the human as well as financial costs in producing the outcome

should be mandatory. In addition, authors should be asked to confront the

reproducibility of the result as an element of its educational significanoe

(Shaver, 1991).

Replication

The mention of reproducibility leads directly to replication, widely

agreed upon as a crucial element of science but largely missing frau reports

of educational research (e.g. , Shaver & Norton, 1980a, b). Editors should not
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only actively enactirage the reporting of replications, tut in many instances

demand replicatice before results can be published. In doing so, hcwwer,

they should not =fuse replication with reviews of research. Evan if dm* in

a mata-analytic framework, reviews are not equivalent to implications, despite

inplications to the oontzary by some authors (e.g., Bangert-Drowns, 1986, p.

398; Carlberg & Miller, 1984, pp. 9, 10; Fiske, 1983, p. 67; Hedges & akin,

1985, p. 3; Hunter & Schmidt, 1990, p. 37; Jackson, 1980, p. 445; Rosnow &

Rosenthal, 1989, pp. 1280-1281; J. Cohen, 1990, p. 1311). As I have noted

elsewhere (Shaver, 1991)f "the post hoc assembly of studies that have fed, if
any, planned cormections and (that have) unlaicwn differences among them is

[not] an ado:pate substitute for pirposely designed replications" (p. 91).

Reviews of the literature have their place, but they do not have the

explanatory power of planned replications.

A proposal for a shift in editorial policy to an emphasis on

replications raises several issues. One is the letter of space: It may take

more jcurnal space to publish study descriptions that are adequate to allow

replication and to describe replications sufficiently to allcm the evaluation

of their fidelity. Moreover, with replications given higher priority, fewer

"original" studies could be published, regairing more critical judgments abcut

study validity and importance. In the long rtm, the cutcome shculd be better

studies, an increased number of replicaticn studies, and greater knaglecige

productivity. Hcwever, caretil attention to standards will be crucial,

raising other issues to be addressed by journal editors.

All studies are not worth replicating; replicaticn will not make a

trivial study worthwhile. And not all replications of potentially inportant

studies will be worth publication. Criteria mist be specified by which to
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judge which initial studies are nontrivial, when a direct replication is

adequately replicative, when a sufficient number of independent replications

have been published to establish the reliability of a finding, and whether a

systematic replication makes a substantial cxmtribution to generalizability

(e.g. , Rosenthal, 3.991). Kupfersmid's (1988) proposal that nanuscripts first

be subnitted to editors without the Results and Discussion sections, so that

the publication decision liculd be focused on study justification and design

quality, is as relevant to replications as to initial studies. The logistics

involved in handling aoceptances and later full suhnissions nay, houever,

place unrealistic demands on editors.

Wm of Significance

An easily instituted editorial policy, proposed by Carver (1978, p.

395)1 is to insist that authors always use a modifier for the tem

"significant". Authors should not be allowed to make statements such as, "a

confidence interval . . . tells you incidentally whether the effect is

significant . " (J. Millen, 1990, p. 1310) . As any reader of the literature

is likely to have observed, it is more cannon to use the term significant

without a modifier than with one.

Insisting upon a modifier Igmld make it more evident to authors that

they should contemplate whether their results have educational or practical
significanoe as well as statistical significance or, conversely, whether

results lacking statistical significanoe might not have educational or

practical significance. At the same tine, readers %mid be alerted against

overinterpreting a statistically significant result as necessarily

educationally significant. Sensitivity to the inportant epistemological

issues underlying the use of tests of statistical significance might also be
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increased.

Salicigit IR ZEIBRIM

Anotbar rather modest editorial action that might have important

ClaCCIMES blould be to delete misleading examples frail guidelines for authors.

Mr example, as Becker (1991) pointed cut, the Nbligatign 112=1 ,gf Mx

America. a realaggical Agg2r (1983) does not provide a good model of

reporting, with horrendous exanples such as, "the first grade girls reported a

significantly greater likinig for school" (p. 81) and "the analysis of variance

indicated a significant retention interval effect" (p. 81) . Moreover, the

Ignl. discourages "the reporting of negative results" (p. 19) r prampting the

idea that only statistically significant results are important.

Conclusion

J. Cohen (1990, p. 1311) suggested that thanges in the way people

conceptualize, conduct, and report research take time, as evidenced by the

over 40 years that elapsed before Gossett's t test made its way into

statistics textbooks. However, criticism of statistical significance testing

have been around longer than 40 years and the practice seers to continue

unabated, despite a slight increase in the reporting of effect sizes. It is
probably too =oh to hope that 10 years hence the participants in an AERA

symposium on tests of statistical significance will be able to cite evidence

that the criticism are having a notioeable irpact on educational researchers'

planning of analysis and reporting of quantitative results.

The reasons for the persistence of tests of statistical significanoe are

conplex. The blame for the continuation of their use cannot be laid on

journal editors alone. Nevertheless, given the role of editors in determining

what gets piblished, they could be a pmerful influenoe for more rational use
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Modest insistence on the use of a zzdifier with the term significance to the
more far-reaching policy that reports of tests of statisticiu significance be
restricted to those based on randonized satiples. Researthers utuicl be

encouraged to analyze more carefully the laportance of their results and to

outcomes.

demonstrate empirically the mailability and p..neralizability of study

Them a.rist sufficient logical grounds, laid cut in authoritative
criticisms, on which to base changes in editorial policy to minhnize, if not
eliminate, the use of tests of statistical significance. No doubt action to
limit the inappropriate use of tests of statistical. significance would be
stress for editors, given the strength of statistical significance testing

in the dominant educational researth paradigm and the social and psychological

pressures that encourage the ccntinuation of the inferential ritual. Jcunol.
publication is 'lawyer, the most focused point in the process of research
production and reporting, and edito rs! have an historic opportunity to
influerm the course of educational and psychological researtzh and the
production of research-based knowledge in a wy not available to zesearthers,
textbook authors, or statistics professors. Modificzttions in publication
policies have great potential for effecting the changes in the use of
statistical significance that have been called for over and over but largely
ignored. The question is, wilo wiil lead the way?
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